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Instruction to Candirlates:

1) Section - A is Compulsory consisting of ten questions canying twomarks each.
2) Section - B contains five questions carrying five rnarks each and students

has to attempt any four quesiions.
3) Section - C contains three questions carrying ten marts each and students

has to attenlpt any two questions.

Section - A

QL)
a) Convert Gray Code 11000 to Excess_3 Code.

b) convert (100.55)8 into Binary and Hexadecimal numbers.

c) FIow overflow condition is detected in 2's complement arithmetic?

d) Justify with example, the serf-complementing property of Excess_3
Code.

e) Convert (a + n)(n + C) into canonicai SOp form.

0 Realize three input NoR gare using three inpuf NAND gates only.
g) What do you mean by positive and negative logic?

h) why Look Ahead curry Adder are faster than Ripple carry Adders?
r) Give the advantages of Totem pole output in TTL ICs.

j) Why Gray code is usecl irt labeling the rows and columns in K-l\{ap?
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Section - B

Q2) compare asynchronous and synchronous sequentiai circuits.

Q3) Design the Logic circuit of two bitmagnitude comparator using NAND gates
only.

Q4) Draw and explain the ECL circuit for 2 input OR gate,

Q5) Design a combinational circuit that converts three bit Gray code to Binarynumber.

Q6) Realize Full-Subtractor using 1:g Demultiplexer.

Section , C

Q7) a) compare DTL, TTL and ECL IC logic families in rerms of propagarion
delay, Power clissipation, Noise Maigin and Fan_out.

b) Dlsc11be the operation of Dual-slope analog to Digital converrer usinq
suitable diagram. a

p8) Design mod-8 uP and Down asynchronous counter and illustrate its operationusing timing waveforms. Describe the limitations of this courter.

Q9) Wnte short notes on followings :
a) Programmable Logic Devices.
b) Non-W'eighted Binary Codes.
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